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This invention relates to the treatment of "' 
liquids, being particularly useful in the puri?ca 
tion of water. ‘ I '> 
An object of the invention is to provide an 

improved liquid treating device. ,9 
Another object is to provide an improved liquid" ‘ 

treating device which will be simple in construc 
tion. 
Another object is to provide an improved liquid 

‘treating device which will be neat and attractive {-3130 
in appearance and free from projections which 
might catch on extraneous objects. ‘ 
Another object is to provide an improved liquid 

treating device which will be extremely compact. 
Another object is to provide an ‘improved liquid Flo 

treating device which willbe capable of chemi 
cally treating a liquid. ‘ 
Another object is to provide an improved liquid 

treating device which will carry a reserve supply 
of dry chemical material and protect the sameérrgo 
from moisture. ' ' 

Another object is to provide an improved liquid 
treating device from which dry chemical material 
may be easily introduced into a container‘ of 
liquid. . 

Another object, is to provide an improved liquid 
treating device which may be easily operated. 
Another object is to provide an improved liquid 

treating device in which parts will be protected 
from moisture. - . ‘ . . 

Another object is to provide an improved liquid 
treating device in which suppliesof solid material 
may be easily replenished. 
Another object is to provide an improved liquid 

treating device which may be easilyand economi-:,,t35v 
cally manufactured. , 
Another object is to provide an improved-liquid 

treating device which will supply accurately pre 
determined quantities of solid liquid treating 
material. . r. 40‘ 
Another object is to provide~ an improved liquid 

treating device which will provide convenient 
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'1 means for carrying and protecting supplemental 
supplies of solid chemical material. 
Other objects» will hereinafter appear. . <1, ‘.15 
The invention will be better understood from 

the description of .one practical‘ embodiment 
thereof, illustrated in the accompanying drawing, 

. in which: 4 ' 

'Figure 1 is a side elevational view of a device,»50y 
showing the manner in which it may be applied ' 
to a canteen or similar article, and with the parts 
in the positions they occupy normally when the 
apparatus is in use, but not .beingactuated; 
-;Figure 2 is a similar view- showing‘ the parts 65. 

(Cl . 210-29) 
moved to a position they occupy while the device 
is being ‘actuated to supply a new charge of bac 
tericidal material to the interior of the canteen; 

Figure 3 is a fragmentary sectional view taken 
on the line III—III of_Figure ,1; - I ‘ 

Figure 4 isa similar ‘sectional view taken on 
the line IV-—IV of Figure 2; and ' . , > 

Figure 5 isa view partially in section showing 
amaga‘zine ‘carrying a supplemental supply oi?v 
treating material, as the same appears before 
being inserted in the 
?gures. 1 . y _ v p ,. I 

This invention is a carrying ‘forward of, and 
improvement'upon, the invention shown in my 
copending application, Serial Number 308,240, 
?led December 8, 1939, and constitutes a contin 
uation thereof asto all common subject matter.‘ 
As in the above mentioned. application, the 

invention is shown herein as applied to a canteen 
I for drinking water, the operative parts being 
carried by a‘bushing-like ?tting which may be 
secured to, as by being threaded upon the neck 

- 2 of, the ‘bottle. or canteen l which is oi’ generally 
conventional or any desired con?guration. These 
parts only slightly extend beyond the neck 2 of 
the canteen. . ‘ . _ 

The ?tting consists‘of aygenerally tubular body 
3 having formed unitarilythe'rewith a projecting 

6 boss 4 at one side which is formed to house the 
magazine for treatingmaterial and the operating 
mechanism. ‘_ , ’ ._ ' -' 

The upper end of the tubular body 3 ends in'a 
threaded neck 5, to which maybe secured a cap 
or closure .6, which for convenience may wellbe 
the one" originally supplied with the bottle _'or 
canteen, ,the external thread ‘on the ?tting of ' 
this point being the same as that on the neck _2. 
A gasket‘! may bepositioned within the re 

cessed end ‘of. the ?tting, bearing upon the end 
of the neck of the canteen and sealing these parts 
effectively against leakage.’ ‘Also av transverse 
strainer or ?lter 8 may be positioned at this point 
to preventthe passage of.solidymaterial.- ‘ ‘ 

In the projecting ,boss. is formed a generally 
axial bore 9' intersecting agenerally radial ‘bore 

‘ H], .the former, of which serves to de?ne a maga 
zine. for the solid material to be supplied, and 

,. the latter which ‘contains parts otthe actuating 
mechanism. . ,_ I v_ _ I 

. The magazine consists of a tubular bottle like 
container II having a cylindrical internal recess 

.in. which are containedav number of pills vor 
pellets I2 of antiseptic orrdisinfectant material, 

. such, for instance, as chloride of lime. To obtain 
an- adequate size of,‘ pellet and still provide only 

device of the preceding 
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passages "iormed' therein, one of" said passages 
communicating with the interior‘ of the tubular 
bodyfa magazine removably secured in one, of 
said passages and dispensing apparatus within 
vthe other of‘said passages, the dispensing appa- ' 
ratusfin'cluding pellet moving“ means, the tubu~ 
lar body, having connecting‘means at” one ,end 
for connecting a container forliquids, and'a’ de 
tachable .closu're' at'the other end of‘ the'body.‘ _ 
_'3." A deviceforp'urifying liquids comprising. a 
body having, a generally cylindrical‘ [passage 
therethrough, securing means‘ adjacent one end‘ 
of the passage securing the‘ body to a container 
for__liquid,.a closure detachablymounted at the 
othery'end'of said passage, the vbod'yhaving two 
intersecting recesses, one communicating with the 
passage'th'erethrough and the other adapted to 
contain a plurality of pellets of solid liquid treat 
ing material, the ?rst mentioned recess contain 
ing a rotatable and reciproca'ble pellet moving‘ 
plunger‘ extending to the exteriorof the body, the 
plunger having a head adapted to be manually 
gripped to reciprocate and rotate the same. I‘, 

4. A device‘ for purifying liquids comprising a 
body having a generally. cylindrical passagel 
therethroughsecuring means‘adjacent one end 
of the passage securing the body to a container 
for liquid, a closure detachably mounted at the . 
other .end of said passage, the bodyhaving, two 
intersecting recesses, ‘one communicating‘ with’ ‘ 
the passage therethrough and the other adapted 
to, contain a plurality of pellets of solid liquid 
treating'material, the first mentioned recess con 
'taining a rotatable and reciprocable pellet,,mov 
ing plunger extending to the exterior ‘ of ‘ the’ 
body, the plunger having a head adapted to be 
manually gripped to reciprocate and rotate the 
same, a rotatable bushing surrounding said plung 
er, key means between the plunger and bushing 
causing them to rotate together and permitting 
their relative reciprocation, the bushing having 
an aperture adapted to be brought into ‘align 
ment with the pellet containing recess. ‘ 

5._ A device for purifying liquids comprising a 
body having a generally cylindrical passage there 
through, securing means adjacent one end of 
the passage securing the body to a container 'for 
liquid, a closure detachably mounted at the other 
end of said passage, the body having two iner 
secting recesses, one communicating with the 
passage therethrough and the other adapted to 
contain a plurality of pellets of solid liquid treat 
ing material, the ?rst mentioned recess contain 
ing a rotatable and reciprocable pellet moving 
plunger extending to the exterior of'the body, 
the plunger having a head adapted to be man 
ually gripped to reciprocate and rotate the same, 
a rotatable bushing surrounding said plunger, key, 
means between the plunger and bushing causing 
them to rotate together and permitting their 
relative reciprocation, the bushing having an aper 
ture adapted to be brought into alignment with 
the pellet containing recess, the head onthe 
plunger having a lateral extension, and an ar 
cuate rib formed on the body arranged to underlie 
‘said extension of the head when rotated from its 
normal position. 

6. A device for purifying liquids comprising a 
body having a generally cylindrical passage there 
through, securing means adjacent one end of the 
passage securing the body to a container for liq 
uid,‘ a closure detachably mounted at the other 
end of said passage, the body having two inter 
secting V recesses, one communicating with the 
passage therethrough and the other adapted to 
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containajplurality 6f pellets or solid liquid treat; 
ing materiahthe ?rst mentioned recess'contain 
ing a“ rotatable and-reciprocable pellet moving 
‘plunger extending to the exterior of'the body, 
'the‘plunger having ahead adapted to, be man; 
ually'grip'ped to reciprocate and, rotate the same, 
v‘a rotatable bushing surrounding said plunger, key , 
means between‘ the plunger and bushing causing 
them to rotate together and permitting their rel 
ative reciprocation,- the’ ‘bushing vhaving an aperé, 
,ture' ‘adapted to be brought into ‘alignment with 
the pellet containing‘ recess, the headlon the ‘ 
plunger havingj'a lateral extension, and an ar— 
'cuate‘rib formed on the body arranged to underlie 
said extension of the head when rotated from 
its ‘normal position, projections also formed On 
thefbody adjacent the rib limiting the rotation ‘ 
of the head. ‘ _ 

'7, A device for purifying‘liquids comprising a 
body having a generally cylindrical passage there 
‘through', securing means adjacent one'end of the 
passage securing" the body'to'a container for liq 
uid, a closure detachably mounted at the‘ other ' 
en‘d'oi‘ said passage, the‘ body having two inter 
secting recesses, one communicating withlthe 
passage therethroughandthe other adapted to 
contain a plurality of pellets of solid liquid treat 
ing material, the! ?rst mentioned recess contain 
ing a rotatable and reciprocable pellet moving 
plunger extending to'the exterior of the body, the 
plunger having a head adapted to be‘ manually 
gripped to reciprocatewand rotate the same, a 

, rotatable bushing surrounding said plunger, key 
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‘means between the'plunger‘ and bushing causing 
‘them to rotate together andpermitting their rel 
ative reciprocation, the bushing having an aper 

' ture adapted to be ‘brought into' alignment with 
the pellet containing recess, a stationary bushing 
surrounding the rotatable bushing having an ' 
aperture in alignment withv the pellet receiving 
recess, the head on the plunger having a lateral 
extension, and an arcuate rib formed on' the 
body arranged to underlie said extension of the 
head when rotated from its normal position, pro; 
jections also formed on the body adjacent the 
rib limiting-the rotation of the head. 

8. A liquid treating device‘ for usewith a liquid 
container having a threaded tubular outlet, com- ' 
prising a bushing having a thread adapted to 
engage the thread of said container outlet, a tu-. 
bular/ vmagazine provided in the bushing and 
adapted to contain a stack of pellets, avclosure 
detachably secured to the bushing and overly 
ing one end of the magazine, a guideway com 
municating with the other end of I the magazine, 
a plunger slidable in said guideway, the guide 
way having a cross sectional area rendering the 
space ‘Within it and beyond the plunger capable 
of receiving only one pellet 'at a time from the 
magazine, a gasket within the bushing adapted 
to ‘be seated upon the outlet of the container, 
the guideway opening through the side of the 
bushing between a portion of the bushing’s 
thread and the gasket, ' 

9. A liquid treating device for» use with a liq-yv 
uid container having a threaded tubular outlet, 
comprising a bushing having. a thread adapted 
to engage the thread of said container outlet, a. 
tubular magazine provided in the'bushing and 
adapted to contain‘ a stack of pellets, a closure 
detachably secured to the bushing and "overlying 
one end of the magazine, a guideway communi- ' 
eating with the other end of the magazine‘, a 
plunger slidable in said guideway, the ,guideway 
having a cross sectional area rendering the space 



[4 
within it and beyond the plunger capable of re 
sewing-only one pellet at a time from'the maga 
zine, a gasket within the bushing adapted to .be 
seated upon the outlet of the container, the guide- _ 
,way opening through the side of the bushing be 
tweena portion of the bushing’s thread and the 
gasket, aliilter aeross the interior of said bush 
ing on the side ofv said gasket remotefrom said 
thread. > ; , - ;. i 

' 1i), A liquid‘ treating device’ for use with a liq 
/ uid container having a threaded tubular outlet, ' 
comprising-a ‘bushing having a thread adapted 

10 

to engage the thread of vsaid containérbutleth a 3 
tubular, magazine ,provided’in the‘ bushing and 
adapted to contain a stack of pellets, a closure 
'detachably securedato therloushing and overlying 
one end ofthe magazine, a euideway communi 
eating with the other end of the magazine, a 

. ‘plunger slidable in said guideway, the guideway 
having a cross sectional area ‘rendering the space 

. within it and beyond the plunger capable .of re 
eei'ving only one pellet at‘a time rrom the mega . 
zine, a gasket Within the bushing adapted-to be 
seated upon the outlet of the containenthe guidie- _. 

.25 way opening through the side of the bushing be 
tween a portion of the bushing’s thread and the 
gasket‘, a‘ ?lteracross the interior of said bushing 
on the side of said gasket remote from said 
thread, and a closure detachably vsecured to said 
bushingat the and remote from the outlet of said 
container. - ' ' ' 

11.. A canteen» comprising incombination with 
a container ‘for containing liquids, a magazine 

? carried thereby capable of receiving aplurality 
of solid pellets, a pellet carrier associated with 
said magazine and of substantially the same 
thickness asa single pellet and movable ‘to move 
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one, pellet at, atime from the magazine and cle-v 
liver the same to the/interior ofjthejeontainei, 
the ,container having an outlet; ‘and; a ,iilter over 
lying the outlet. ’ ' ' ‘ ‘ " 

.12,‘ A canteen comprising in emanation with‘ 
a eontainer .for containing, _ liquids and. having 
an. outlet, .a magazine carried thereby capable of 
receiving. a plurality of solid pelletae pellet car. 
rier associatedwith said inagazineand or sub 
stantially/the same thickness as ‘a’, single pellet 
an'dmovable to move one pellet. at atim'e from 

, the'magazine' and delivery thesameito'the inte- ' 
rior of the container. ‘I .. , . 

13. A canteen comprising combination with 
a container tor containing lieuidsend ‘having. an 
outlet, a, tubular. magazine icarried' thereby Qa 
pahle of receiving a plurality , o1.’ vsolid pellets 
staelseil one upon-another. a. euideway intercept 
ing said magazine a. d v-e.onmmnicating with the 
interior of the ‘cont ‘nenja pellet moving 'iriluneer 
slidable in said enideway movableseleotlvely. to 
clearland to intercept thespace in said magazine, 
'thesoace within theguidewayjbeing only slightly 
greater ‘than the cross sectional area. vof a single 
pellet. . ' , ' ‘ f . ' j ; _ 

v.14.. A device for purifying liquids comprising'a 
.container for liquids having a part defining a 
space for receivingja nrlaeezinev and securing . 

~ means for securing ‘a magazine in said space. a 
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magazine consisting oi,‘ an openéended-tubula'r Y 
.containensecuring means eneag'ea'ble with those 
of the: liquid‘ container, the ,magazinehaving an 
enlarged head at, its olosedien'd overlying and 
‘projecting beyond the space de?ned by the liquid 
container. ' . " ' f ', ‘ " 

a ' - _ LOUIS W. HmToN, 


